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Introduction

This paper deals with an area of research couched broadly in the

status attainment area. Specifically, it attempts to reconstruct

(conceptually and operationally) the concept anticipatory goal deflec-

tion (Kuvlesky and Bealer, 1966). The intent is to restructure AGD so

as to optimize its integration into a theoretical structure based on

sociological and social psychological research and theory. The result-

ant model is a five variable recursive one, the logic of the linkages

of which are shown to rest in research and theory.

The concept anticipatory goal deflection (AGD) developed by

Kuvlesky and Bealer (1966) has generated both sociological interest

and research (Ameen, 1967; Lever, 1969; Kuvlesky, Wright and Jaurez,

1969; Cosby and Picou, 1971; Curry, 1970; Curry and Picou, 1971).

The concept can be criticized, howeyer, from two points. The first

is a lack of empirical documentation of the theoretical basis of the

concept. The second is lack of integration of the concept into a

larger sociological frame of reference.

The concept AGD has been used in research in terms of a dis-

tinction between career expectations and aspirations (see: Kuvlesky

and Bealer, 1966) taken as an empirical given. The problem is pri-

marily one of criteria. These concepts, to be argued relevant to

sociology, must be shown to have consequences for social organization

and/or interaction. Barring this, they must be shown minimally to

have their origins in social organization or interaction, thus

establishing their potential consequences for one or both.
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The second problem, the lack of conceptual integration of

AGD, has yielded primarily empirical delineations limited to those

findings. Relationships tend to be explained by ad hoc speculations

rather than inferences consistent with a theoritical perspective

within which the empirical study was framed (for example, see: Curry

and Picou, 1971 and Cosby and Picou, 1971). This stems from ...a basic-

weakness in the conceptualization and particularly the operational-

ization of the concept AGD. This paper explores a model which mod-

ifies both the conceptualization and the operationalization of this

variable.

The Concept Anticipatory Goal Deflection

The concept AGD is defined as the real difference between expec-

tations and aspirations (Kuvlesky and Bealer, 1966). Symbolically

this may be represented as:

D = E - A

Where:

D = AGD
E = Expectations
A = Aspirations

The problem here, as noted above, is that the concept does not

relate to a larger sociological framework. Consequently, the oper-

ationalization taps an individual's anticipated achievement relative

to his own goals, but not to that of the culture.

For example:

Assume:

D1 = El - Al

and:

D
2
= E

2
- A2



and:

Al 4 A
2

(3)

but:

El = Al (4)

and:

E
2
= A

2
(5)

then:

D
1

= D
2

(6)

When this conclusion is considered against the work of Merton

(1957) and the complimentary work of Williams (1970) the inadequacy

of the preceeding argument becomes apparent. Their perspective is

simply that American society is characterized by a very strong

emphasis on success and achievement (Merton, 1957: 136-139 and

Williams, 1970: 454).

Further, Merton (1957: 132) argues that alternative goals are

d3 ferintially valued, yielding a hierarchy of goals. This con-

tention receives empirical support in the occupational domain from

the prestige studies that have been conducted over the years (see:

Hodge, Siegel and Rossi: 1966, 322-332). This argument points to

the importance of the goal achieved as well as the achievement per se.

The current operationalization of AGD in the sociological literature

clearly does, not account for this. If AGD is construed as a neg-

ative form of success ():

then from (1):

(7)
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and from (2) :

E
2
= D

2

then from (6):

S1 = S2

but from (3) placed in a cultural perspective:

(8)

(9)

S1
# g

2
(10)

The contradiction of conclusions (9) and (10) suggest the inadequacy

of the original-AGD formulation.

From the foregoing discussion two components of success can

identified. One is personal success, measured in terms of the

degree to which an individual is able to attain his own goals. The

other might be termed "social success", measured in terms of the

degree to which an individual is able to attain a goal highly valued

in the culture. The position is taken herein that a general success

index must reflect both these components, Further, by shifting

emphasis from AGD to anticipatory success, a new concept emerges,

which can be placed within a framework of sociological th'ory. The

new concept of AGD is so structured as to be a perfect inverse fun-

ction of anticipatory success. That is the correlation between AGD

and anticipatory success equals -1. and the slope of the line when

one is regressed on the other equals -1. In this context AGD is 1

minus anticipatory success.

Merton (1957: 152) suggests that success can be expressed as

the ratio of one's achievement to one's goals or aspirations. While

suggestive, this formulation is inadequate for much 1-he same reason

as is the original AGD formulation. That is, a person who achieves
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a lower or less valued goal may have the same success score as one who

achieves a higher goal. This does not account for achievement

relative to cultural values. This problem can be resolved by em-

ploying the distinction noted above (i.e., personal and social

success). Personal success can be defined, following Merton, as

the ratio of one's achievement to one's goals o attainment. Social

success can be defined as the ratio of one's achievement to the

highest valued cultural goal within the domain in question. The

product of these two values yields an index conforming to the

criteria established above and possessing a range from 0. to 1., as

shall be shown in the ensuing discussion. Symbolically, this con-

cept may be stated as follows:

S = A A
V

= A2

GV

where:

S = success index

A = achievement

G = individual's goal or aspiration

V = highest valued goal within the
domain

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

The above formulation as stated possesses a particular weak-

ness. Namely, it is possible for the cultural value of one's

achievement to be greater than the cultural value of one's goal.

This factor makes the upper limit of the success index indeterminate.
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However, by viewing personal goals or aspirations as the constraining

value on personal success, this dilemma may be circumvented. That

is, when one exceeds his goals his personal success is attenuated

to the same degree as if he has fallen short of his goal to the same

degree. What is presented here can be stated as the limit on per-

sonal success. This view tends to be supported by the work of

Atkinson (1964) where he argues that both the individual who selects

a goal for which the subjective probability of attainment approaches

0. and the individual who selects a goal for which the subjective

probability of attainment approaches 1. are characterized by low N

achievement. He (Atkinson, 1964) also demonstrates from experimental

studies that individuals with low N achievement tend to choose un-

realistically high or unrealistically low goals. This constraint

or limit is operationalized as follows:

when A 4-G:

C = G (2.7)

where:

A = defined in (2.4)
G = defined in (2.5)
C = constraint of limit on personal success (2.8)

when A) G:

C = A +i-G

where:

A _G)

C = defined in (2.8)
A = defined in (2.4)
V = defined in (2.6)
G = defined in (2.5)

(2.9)
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which simplifies to:

C = VA
G V G (2.10)

Within thisframework, personal achievement, which exceeds the per-

sonal goal, is "adjusted" in the computation of personal success in

the same manner as if personal achievement had fallen short of the

personal goal to the same relative degree. Such a constraint is con-

sistent with Merton's (1957, 139) statement "not failure, but low

aim, is crime." Success as defined in (2.2) is now redefined:

S = A2
CV (3.0)

All terms are previously defined.

This paper will deal with anticipatory success rather than

actual success. The operationali.zation developed above requires

only slight modification to fit this scheme. Only the substitution

of expected achievement (expectations) for actual achievement is re-

quired. From this perspective AGD is defined as one minus anticipa-

tory success. Therefore, from whatever relationships may be shown

to exist between anticipatory success and other variables the in-

verse may be inferred to hold for AGD.

Anticipatory Success and Antecedent Relations: Toward an Operational
Criteria

Having arrived at a conceptual and operational statement of

success, the task becomes to place the variables in a "system of

relationships" which give it sociological relevance. It is not the

intent of this paper to test the model empirically. The task here

is to state a system of relationship which possess a systematic

logic in terms of sociological and social psychological research

and theory. It is to this task that the remainder of the paper

addresses itself.
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Such a system of relationships may be represented in a re-

cursive model which incorporates two types of anticipatory success,

educational and occupational. The model is presented in figure 1.

where:

X
1
= anticipatory occupational success

X2 = anticipatory educational success

X
3
= achievement motivation

X4 = occupational goal impedance

X5 = status factor

Figure 1. Basic Path Model of Anticipatory Success

While the above model could be expanded to incorporate other

variables, it represents a minimal model which is capable of pro-

viding an evaluation of the concept anticipatory success.

The logic of the relationships depicted above is straight -for-

wardward and can be shown to derive from both theoretical and empirical

work done principally in sociology but also in social psychology.

The relationship (X2=X1) can be inferred directly from Merton's

(1957, 132-33) means-ends distinctiop.
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It is hypothesised that the partial regression coefficant between

X
1

, X
2

, and X
3

as:

X2

- _

-K1

The linkages (X3 -/X2 and X3--vX1) are derived from the work of Atkin-

son (1964) and McClelland (1961). The means-end distinction argues

that the relationship is properly:

X
3

---X
1

It is therefore hypothesized that the partial regression coefficient

between:

1. X, and X3 = O.

2. X2 and X3 > 0.

For Xt hypothesized relationships are that the partial regres-

sion coefficients between:

1. X
1
and X

4
>O.

2. X2 and X4> O.

Both relationships are hypothesized' as greater than 0., due to the

fact that the measurement of occupational goal impedance taps aspects

limiting educational achievement as well as other limitations on

occupational achievement per se. The relationships can be inferred

from a definition of the situation (Thomas, 1928: 584) perspective.

That is as the perceived number of obstacles and their intensity

of obstruction increases one's anticipated success decreases. Em-

pirical work which tends to corroborate this argument include Han

(1969) and Curry and Picou (1971).
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The logic of the relationships of the status factor (X5) can

only be structured by anticipating the operationalization of the

variable. Certain premises are assumed as a basis for its (X
5

)

structure. The first is that a status which is achieved by an in-

dividual becomes an ascribed status for his progeny at least in the

dependency period of the child. The second is that while an indiv-

idual possess multiple statuses (Bertrand, 1972: 188) their effect

on progeny is in agregate rather than individually. This is held

to be true whether statuses are taken as an "index" of a value or

attitudinal structure which is transmitted by parents to progeny

through interaction or whether the ascribed statuses constitute a

background or gestalt from which the child developes his defin-

ition of the situation. In this discussion the former shall be

called "interaction effects" and the latter "structural effects."

One approach which may be taken is to create an index of the common

varianceiof status indicators which are indicated from research

and theory to be relevant. These might include such indicators as

fathers' education, mothers' education, fathers' occupation, mothers'

occupation, family income, etc. A technique appropriate for tapping

common variance is factor analysis (Kerlinger; 1964: 665). This

type of logic is implicit in the Wisconsin status attainment work

(see: Sewell, Haller and Portes, 1969; Sewell, Haller and Ohlendorf,

1970) .

There is no work conceptual or empirical which clearly dem-

onstrates status factor to be either interactive or structural.
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However, a limited argument can be established that for the model

developed the consequences are the same. That is, the predicted

relationship between other variables and the status factor remain

unchanged whether its effect is taken as interactional or structural.

Wendling and Elliot (1968) demonstrated that middle class

mothers in two California school districts held higher educational

aspirations and expectations for their ninth grade children than

mothers from working class or lower class backgrounds. Further,

working class mothers held higher aspirations and expectations than

lower class mothers.

Analyzing a probability sample comprised of ten percent of

the male high school seniors in the state of Washington, Empey

(1956: 706) reported both preferred level of occupational aspiration

(aspiration) and anticipated level of occupational aspiration

(expectations) to be significantly and positively related to fathers

occupational status. Further inspection of the mean preferred

and anticipated occupational aspirations for each of the ten

fathers' occupational status categories reveals that mean preferred

aspirations exceed mean anticipated aspirations in eight of the ten

categories ( Empey; 1956: 708). However, the mean difference did not

obtain statistical significance. On the other hand, analysis

(author's analysis) of the association between the rank order of

fathers' occupational status and the absolute difference between

preferred and anticipated aspirations yielded a Spearmans rho of

.624, significant at the .05 level of confidence with 10 pairs

of observations (Siegel, 1956: 284).
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It should be noted that ranking the absolute differences between

preferred and anticipated aspiration is consistent with the concept

of aspirations as a limiting function developed earlier in this

paper (pp.6-8).

Rehberg (1967) conducted a study of 2,852 urban sophomore

males in Pennsylvania in which both occupational and educational

aspirations and expectations were analyzed. While the data he

presents does not allow for an analysis of the magnitude of dif-

ferences in aspirations and expectations, he does present the pro-

portion of respondents aspiring and expecting high-level goals by

class (Rehberg, 1967: 86). When the 18 classes are rank ordered

and the difference in percentage expecting high level plans for each

class is rank ordered from smallest difference to the largest,

Spearmans rhos of .651 and .676 result for occupational and education-

al differences respectively. Both values are significant at the

.01 level of confidence with 18 pairs of observations (Siegel,

1956: 284).

The above data lead to the tenative hypothesis that the partial

regression coefficient between:

1. X1 and X5> 0.

2. X
2
and X

5
>0.

These hypothesis are termed tenative for three reasons. The

first is that the class indicators in all of the above studies are

some form of fathers' occupation while this paper suggests that some

aggregate measure of status and achievement of parents to be a more

relevant indicator. The second is that the studies were not conducted

to answer the question raised herein, all but the secondary analysis
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presented above are suggestive of a linkage between some form of

social class and anticipatory success. The third is that there is

not adequate evidence to indicate whether the effect of a status

factor is only indirect through achievement motivation and goal

impedence or both direct and indirect. The author is able to dis-

cover only two studies which deal somewhat with this question, Han

(1969) and Curry and Picou (1971).

Han (1969) distinguished perception of limited opportunity

and perception of limited ability. While not directly comparable

this schema is analogous to goal impedance. The findings of Han's

research are as follows:

1. Perception of limitations effected expectations but not
aspirations (pp. 683, 684)

2. Perception of limitations had a slight effect on expec-
tations when family status was held constant (p. 685)

3.. Perception of limited opportunity effected discrepency
between aspiration only for low family status while per-
ception of limited ability, effected discrepency between
aspirations and expectations for all levels of family
status (pp. 686, 687)

These findings are limited in there generalizability by the sample

(Han, 1969: 687). However, they suggest the perception of op-

portunity does effect anticipated success. Additionally, though

the data are not analyzed, inspection of the tables suggests that

discrepency between aspirations and expectations tend to increase

as family status decreases when perception of limitations is held

constant (see: Han, 1969: 686, 687). This would argue for the

hypothesis concerning X1 and andand X2 and X5 above.
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Curry and Picou (1971) found that both fathers' education

and goal impedance effected anticipatory occupational goal deflec-

tion. Additionally fathers occupation had a weak negative effect

on goal impedance. It should be noted, however, that total explained

variance was very small (Curry, and Picou, 1971: 327).

While neither of the studies above deal with the same measure-

ment of variables as this study, they are suggestive. From these

sources it is tenatively hypothesized that the partial regression

coe-ficient between X4 and X5> 0.

The final relationship to X5 is that of achievement motivation

(X
3
). From the work of McClelland (1961) it is hypothesized that

the partial regression coefficient between X
3
and X

5
>0. McClelland

(1961: 362-64) cites studies indicating a. positive relationship be-

tween social class and N achievement. His report indicates that the

middle class tends to be somewhat higher than the upper class in N

achievement. This suggests that were the above hypothesis supported,

the strength of the relationship may be somewhat underestimated.

In summary the model (figure 1) yields nine testable hypotheses,

They are that the standardized regression coefficients between:

1. X
1
and X

2
> 0.

2. X
1
and X

3
= 0.

3. X
1
and X

4
> 0.

4 X
1

and X 5> 0.

5. X
2
and X3) 0.

6. X
2
and X

4
0.

7. X
2
and X

5
> 0.
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8. X
3
and X

5
> 0.

9. X4 and X5> O.

No relationship is posited between X3 and X4 and the residuals are

assumed uncorrelated.

The model developed herein is proposed as a general model

and must be evaluated as such. However, preliminary findings in

a study of career pattern of women by Vetter (forthcoming) and

sex differences found by Han (1969) in the study cited earlier

indicate that the model should be examined controlling for sex.

Additionally, findings by Carter, et. al (1972) concerning racial

variations in the aspiration formation process, utilizing the same

data which shall be employed in this investigation indicates the

utility of controlling for race. Therefore, the proposed causal

model should be evaluated as a general model and then analyzed con-

trolling for race, sex and race and sex. This procedure yields

nine control categories within which models would be evaluated.
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